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This text is an alternate 
version of the original 
text, which appears in your 
student edition.

A professional stage debut is a huge event in the life of any ballerina. 
However, Michaela DePrince’s recent tour of South Africa also marked 
the end of an extraordinary journey from her childhood as a war orphan 
in Sierra Leone.

“I got out of a terrible place,” says DePrince. “I had no idea I would be 
here. I’m living my dream every single day.”

She was born in Sierra Leone in 1995. Her parents named her Mabinty. 
After they both died during the civil war, she was sent to an orphanage, 
where she became a number.

“They named us from one to 27,” she recalls. “One was the favorite 
child of the orphanage; 27 was the least favorite.”

DePrince was number 27 because she suffers from vitiligo, a condition 
in which patches of skin lose their natural coloring. To the “Aunties” who 
ran the orphanage, it was evidence of an evil spirit within the three-year-
old. She still recalls the fierce dislike of the women.

“They thought of me as a devil’s child. They told me every day how 
I wasn’t going to get adopted, because nobody would want a devil’s 
child,” she says.

The other girls in the orphanage were encouraged not to play with 
her. However, DePrince formed a close friendship with child number 26. 
Also called Mabinty, she too was disliked by the Aunties because she 
was left-handed.

The pair shared a sleeping mat. When Michaela had bad dreams, her 
“mat-mate” would soothe her with stories and kind words.

* * *

Her memories of early childhood are incomplete. She remembers 
moments of sharp clarity arranged in date order. She believes her 
defining moment came after witnessing the killing of her teacher. That 
is when she stumbled upon a discarded magazine that was to shape the 
rest of her life.
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Michaela DePrince: The War  
Orphan Who Became a Ballerina

MAGAZINE ARTICLE

William Kremer
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NOTES“There was a lady on it, she was on her tippy-toes, in this pink, 
beautiful tutu. I had never seen anything like this. The costume stuck out 
with glitter on it, with just so much beauty. I could see the beauty in that 
person and the hope and the love. It was everything that I didn’t have.

“I just thought: ‘Wow! This is what I want to be.’”

DePrince ripped the photograph out of the magazine. For the lack of 
anywhere else to keep it, she stuffed it in her underwear.

One day, the orphanage was warned it would be bombed. The 
children were marched to a distant refugee camp. Here DePrince learned 
that her beloved mat-mate was to be adopted.

An American woman, Elaine DePrince, had come to the camp to adopt 
child number 26, now called Mia. For a moment, Michaela was worried 
and upset. She believed that all the other children would be taken to 
new homes. She would be left behind.

But there was a change of plan. The Aunties told Elaine DePrince 
that Michaela was unlikely to find another home. She decided to adopt 
both girls.

Michaela remembers struggling to understand what was happening. 
She was excited by the American woman with her dazzling blonde hair, 
but there was something else on her mind too.

“I was looking at people’s feet because I thought: ‘Everyone has to 
have ballet pointe shoes. They have to have pointe shoes because these 
are people from the U.S.!’”

Not only was Elaine not wearing any pointe shoes, but as Michaela 
found when she looked through her suitcase that night, she had none in 
her luggage either.

Her new mother quickly noticed Michaela’s obsession with ballet.

“We found a Nutcracker1 video and I watched it 150 times,” 
Michaela says.

When they finally went to see a stage performance, she was able to 
point out to her mother the places where dancers had missed their steps.

Elaine enrolled five-year-old Michaela in the Rock School of Dance 
in Philadelphia. They made the 45-minute drive there from New Jersey 
every day.

But DePrince remained a shy girl, painfully self-conscious of her 
vitiligo. “That was all I would think about when I was on stage. I had 
trouble looking at myself in the mirror,” she says.

1. Nutcracker The Nutcracker, a popular ballet with music by the famous Russian composer Peter Illyich 
Tchaikovsky (1840–1893).
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NOTESInstead of glorying in the glittery tutus that had drawn her to ballet, 
she covered herself up whenever possible with turtleneck sweaters.

One day, DePrince asked one of her ballet teachers if she thought her 
skin condition might hold back her career. The teacher asked her what 
she was talking about. She hadn’t even noticed the pale patches on her 
skin. She’d just been watching her steps. That was a significant moment 
for DePrince.

But, she says, being a black ballet dancer is hard, even in the U.S. She 
thinks the problem is that, in the group of ballerinas who are not soloists, 
the girls are supposed to look the same.

“It is a challenge,” she says. “If you look at ballet companies you won’t 
really see any black girls. You might see a mixed-race girl. But there are 
only one or two black soloists in the whole U.S.”

Now 17, DePrince recently completed a tour with the Dance Theater of 
Harlem, many of whose dancers are African American or mixed-race.

“I have become more upbeat. I used to be very shy,” she says.

“Now I’ve grown up. I’m so happy with the way things are 
turning out.”
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“Michaela DePrince: The war orphan who became a ballerina” from BBC, October 15, 2012. Used with 
permission.
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This text is an alternate 
version of the original 
text, which appears in your 
student edition.

THIS DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD is for the child’s own 
good and for the good of society. It is necessary so that he may have 
a happy childhood and enjoy the rights and freedoms listed here. The 
Declaration asks parents, men and women, local authorities, and national 
governments to protect these rights and to work to make sure they are 
granted by law makers. The rights of the child include:

The child shall enjoy all the rights listed in this Declaration. Every 
child shall have these rights, no matter his or his family’s race, color, sex, 
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
property, birth or other status.

The child shall have special protection. He shall be given chances 
and resources to develop physically, mentally, morally, spiritually and 
socially in a healthy and normal manner and with freedom and dignity. 
Laws passed to protect the child must be most concerned with the best 
interests of the child.

The child shall have the right to a name and a nationality.

The child shall enjoy the benefits of social security. He shall have the 
right to grow and develop in health. Special care and protection shall 
be given to him and his mother to make this possible, including before 
and just after the child is born. The child shall have the right to healthful 
food, housing, play and medical services.

The child who is physically, mentally or socially handicapped shall be 
given any necessary special treatment, education and care.

The child, in order to be his best self, needs love and understanding. 
He shall, wherever possible, grow up under the care and responsibility of 
his parents. In any case, he shall grow up in a place where he is cared for 
and protected with kindness. A young child shall not be separated from 
his mother except in very special cases. Society and the public authorities 
shall have the duty to extend special care to children without a family 
and to those without enough support. Payment of State and other 
assistance towards the care of children of large families is desirable.

The child has the right to an education. It shall be free and required, at 
least when he is young. He shall be given an education that promotes his 
general culture and allows him an equal chance to develop his abilities, 
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Declaration of the Rights of 
the Child

PUBLIC DOCUMENT

The United Nations General Assembly
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NOTESjudgment, and sense of moral and social responsibility. The best interests 
of the child shall be the guiding principle of those responsible for his 
education and guidance. His parents are mainly responsible for this. 
The child shall have full opportunity for play, and society and the public 
authorities shall encourage the enjoyment of this right.

The child shall always be among the first to be protected and cared for.

The child shall be protected against all forms of neglect, cruelty, and 
abuse. He shall never be sold. The child shall not be allowed to work 
until he is a proper age. He shall never be caused or permitted to engage 
in any job that would risk his health or education, or interfere with his 
physical, mental, or moral growth.

The child shall be protected from practices that may encourage racial, 
religious and any other form of discrimination. He shall be brought up 
in a spirit of understanding, tolerance, friendship, peace, and universal 
brotherhood. He shall learn that his energy and talents should be used in 
service of his fellow men.
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Declaration of the Rights of the Child, © United Nations. Reprinted with the permission of the United Nations.
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NOTES

This version of the selection 
alternates original text with 
summarized passages. 
Dotted lines appear next to the 
summarized passages.

In this memoir, Myers remembers that, as a young boy, he sorted his friends into 
two groups: friends he played ball with and everyone else. He explains that in his 
black Harlem neighborhood, playing sports was admired and encouraged. He played 
basketball with older boys and stoop ball or punchball with boys his own age. He 
admits to being a bad loser. Sometimes, while playing, he would ask God to let him win.

I liked other sports as well and even followed the New York Rangers 
hockey team in the papers for a while until I found out that all the 
references to ice meant just that, that they were skating on ice. There wasn’t 
any ice to skate on in Harlem, so I gave up hockey.

One year, when school was out, Myers spent time reading in the local library, the 
George Bruce Branch on 125th Street. Even though the librarians often suggested books 
that were too easy for him, he went there on a regular basis. He was happy to be able 
to read books that he could not afford to buy.

The girls Myers knew were not good at playing ball, and so Myers felt he had very 
little in common with them. He knew one girl, Dorothy Dodson, who liked to read, but 
Dorothy did not like him. Myers had a fantasy life that the books created in his mind. 
When he saw other kids carrying books on the trolley, he felt connected to them but 
wasn’t sure what the connection was.

I knew there were things going on in my head, a fantasy life, that 
somehow corresponded to the books I read. I also felt a kind of comfort 
with books that I did not experience when I was away from them. Away 
from books I was, at times, almost desperate to fill up the spaces of my life. 
Books filled those spaces for me.

Myers liked to read but kept his reading a secret. In his neighborhood, reading was not 
considered a “boy” activity. He would keep his library books in a brown paper bag to 
hide them so that older kids would not see them and tease him. He was not afraid to 
fight older boys, but he did not want to fight about books, which were special to him. 
He wanted to keep reading, and what reading said about him, private.

This particular year, he learned that boys and girls were expected to like different things. 
He enjoyed most “boy” things but was sometimes uncomfortable with the way he was 
expected to act.

One rainy day, Myers, his brother, and some friends went to play ball at a gym. A group 
of girls was there dancing. The boys wanted to use the whole gym, so they teased the 
girls, laughing at them.

from Bad Boy

MEMOIR

Walter Dean Myers
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NOTESWhen the girls had finished their dancing, they went through some 
stretching exercises. A teenager, Lorelle Henry, was leading the group, and 
she was pretty, so we sent a few woo-woos her way.

“I bet you guys can’t even do these stretching exercises,” 
Lorelle challenged.

We scoffed, as expected.
“If you can do these exercises, we’ll get off the court,” Lorelle said. “If not, 

you go through the whole dance routine with us.”

The boys wanted the court and were confident in their abilities, so they accepted the 
challenge. It turned out that the boys were not able to stretch as well as the girls. They 
lost the bet, and so the boys danced with the girls but showed their dislike for the 
activity by making faces while trying to follow the music.

They danced to music as a poem was being read. I liked the poem, which 
turned out to be  “The Creation” by James Weldon Johnson. I liked dancing, 
too, but I had to pretend that I didn’t like it. No big deal. I was already 
keeping reading and writing poems a secret; I would just add dancing.

From Bad Boy by Walter Dean Myers. Copyright ©1998 by Walter Dean Myers. Used with permission of 
HarperCollins Publishers.
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NOTES

This version of the selection 
alternates original text with 
summarized passages.  
Dotted lines appear next to the 
summarized passages.

Squeaky is a confident, sassy young girl who lives in Harlem in New York City. Squeaky 
has to take care of her brother Raymond, who is “not quite right.” She boldly protects 
Raymond from kids who try to tease him. Squeaky loves to run races, and she is the 
fastest runner in her neighborhood.

There is no track meet that I don’t win the first place medal. I used to win 
the twenty-yard dash when I was a little kid in kindergarten. Nowadays, 
it’s the fifty-yard dash. And tomorrow I’m subject to run the quarter-meter 
relay all by myself and come in first, second, and third.

This year, for the first time, Squeaky has some serious competition in the race, a new girl 
named Gretchen.

So as far as everyone’s concerned, I’m the fastest and that goes for 
Gretchen, too, who has put out the tale that she is going to win the first-
place medal this year. Ridiculous. In the second place, she’s got short legs. 
In the third place, she’s got freckles. In the first place, no one can beat me 
and that’s all there is to it.

Squeaky takes a walk down Broadway with Raymond. She is practicing her breathing 
exercises to get in shape for the race. Raymond is pretending to drive a stagecoach. 
Squeaky works hard to be a good runner. She dislikes people who pretend that they do 
not need to work hard to be good at something.

Squeaky sees Gretchen and two of her friends coming toward her and Raymond. One 
of the girls, Mary Louise, used to be Squeaky’s friend. Now she hangs out with Gretchen 
instead. Rosie, the other girl, always teases Raymond. Squeaky considers going into a 
store to avoid the girls, but she decides to face them.

“You signing up for the May Day races?” smiles Mary Louise, only it’s 
not a smile at all. A dumb question like that doesn’t deserve an answer. 
Besides, there’s just me and Gretchen standing there really, so no use 
wasting my breath talking to shadows.

“I don’t think you’re going to win this time,” says Rosie, trying to signify 
with her hands on her hips all salty, completely forgetting that I have 
whupped her many times for less salt than that.

“I always win cause I’m the best,”  I say straight at Gretchen who is, as 
far as I’m concerned, the only one talking in this ventriloquist-dummy1 
routine. Gretchen smiles, but it’s not a smile, and I’m thinking that girls 
never really smile at each other because they don’t know how and don’t 

1. ventriloquist-dummy (vehn TRIHL uh kwihst) a performer who speaks through a puppet called a 
“dummy” in a comic performance.

Raymond’s Run

SHORT STORY

Toni Cade Bambara
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NOTESwant to know how and there’s probably no one to teach us how cause 
grown-up girls don’t know either. Then they all look at Raymond who has 
just brought his mule team to a standstill. And they’re about to see what 
trouble they can get into through him.

Mary Louise starts to tease Raymond, but Squeaky defends him. Gretchen and her 
friends leave, and Squeaky smiles at her brother. The next day, Squeaky arrives late at 
the May Day program because she does not want to see the May Pole dancing. She 
thinks it is silly. She arrives just as the races are starting. She puts Raymond on the 
swings and finds Mr. Pearson, a tall man who gives the racers their numbers.

“Well, Squeaky,” he says, checking my name off the list and handing me 
number seven and two pins. And I’m thinking he’s got no right to call me 
Squeaky, if I can’t call him Beanstalk.

“Hazel Elizabeth Deborah Parker,”  I correct him and tell him to write it 
down on his board.

“Well, Hazel Elizabeth Deborah Parker, going to give someone else a 
break this year?”  I squint at him real hard to see if he is seriously thinking I 
should lose the race on purpose just to give someone else a break.

Mr. Pearson suggests that Squeaky let Gretchen, the new girl, win the race. Squeaky 
gets mad and walks away. When it is time for the fifty-yard dash, Squeaky and Gretchen 
join the other runners at the starting line. Squeaky sees that Raymond has left the 
swings and is getting ready to run on the other side of the fence. Squeaky mentally 
prepares herself to win and takes off like a shot, zipping past the other runners.

I glance to my left and there is no one. To the right, a blurred Gretchen, 
who’s got her chin jutting out as if it would win the race all by itself. And on 
the other side of the fence is Raymond with his arms down to his side and 
the palms tucked up behind him, running in his very own style, and it’s the 
first time I ever saw that and I almost stop to watch my brother Raymond 
on his first run. But the white ribbon is bouncing toward me and I tear past 
it, racing into the distance till my feet with a mind of their own start digging 
up footfuls of dirt and brake me short.

Squeaky believes that she has won the race, but it turns out that she and Gretchen 
crossed the finish line at almost the same time. The judges are not sure which girl is 
the winner.

And I lean down to catch my breath and here comes Gretchen walking 
back, for she’s overshot the finish line too, huffing and puffing with her 
hands on her hips taking it slow, breathing in steady time like a real pro 
and I sort of like her a little for the first time.  “ In first place ... ” and then 
three or four voices get all mixed up on the loudspeaker and I dig my 
sneaker into the grass and stare at Gretchen who’s staring back, we both 
wondering just who did win.

As Squeaky waits to find out whether she has won, Raymond calls out to her. He starts 
climbing up the fence. Suddenly, Squeaky remembers that Raymond ran the race too, 
on the other side of the fence.
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NOTESAnd it occurs to me, watching how smoothly he climbs hand over hand 
and remembering how he looked running with his arms down to his side 
and with the wind pulling his mouth back and his teeth showing and all, it 
occurred to me that Raymond would make a very fine runner. Doesn’t he 
always keep up with me on my trots? And he surely knows how to breathe 
in counts of seven cause he’s always doing it at the dinner table, which 
drives my brother George up the wall. And I’m smiling to beat the band 
cause if I’ve lost this race, or if me and Gretchen tied, or even if I’ve won, 
I can always retire as a runner and begin a whole new career as a coach 
with Raymond as my champion.

Squeaky gets very excited about the idea of teaching Raymond to be a champion 
runner. She wants him to have something to be proud of. Raymond runs over to her, 
and she jumps up and down with happiness because of her plans to help him.

But of course everyone thinks I’m jumping up and down because the 
men on the loudspeaker have finally gotten themselves together and 
compared notes and are announcing  “In first place—Miss Hazel Elizabeth 
Deborah Parker.” (Dig that.)  “In second place—Miss Gretchen P. Lewis.” 
And I look over at Gretchen wondering what the “P” stands for. And I smile. 
Cause she’s good, no doubt about it. Maybe she’d like to help me coach 
Raymond; she obviously is serious about running, as any fool can see. And 
she nods to congratulate me and then she smiles. And I smile. We stand 
there with this big smile of respect between us. ...

“Raymond’s Run,” copyright © 1971 by Toni Cade Bambara; from Gorilla, My Love by Toni Cade Bambara. 
Used by permission of Random House, an imprint and division of Penguin Random House LLC. All rights 
reserved. Any third party use of this material, outside of this publication, is prohibited. Interested parties must 
apply directly to Penguin Random House LLC for permission.
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NOTES

This version of the selection 
alternates original text 
with summarized passages. 
Dotted lines appear next to 
the summarized passages.

Peter Pan and the Lost Boys live on a magical island called Neverland. Because the Lost 
Boys don’t have parents, Peter brings a young girl named Wendy to act as a mother to 
the boys.

The night was to later be called the “Night of Nights.” Now, however, the children are 
gathered with Wendy for their evening meal. The meal is actually a make-believe tea 
party, with pretend milk, cheese cakes, butter, and honey. Throughout the meal, the Lost 
Boys argue among themselves and complain to Wendy. Acting as a mother, she tries 
to have the boys behave. The boys ask Wendy if they can sit in “father’s” chair. Father 
is actually the role that Peter plays in the group. Wendy is shocked and tells them that 
sitting in “father’s” chair would not be right. Finally, the boys settle down, and Wendy 
sits down with needle and thread to sew up holes in their socks.

While she sewed they played around her; such a group of happy faces 
and dancing limbs lit up by that romantic fire. It had become a very familiar 
scene, this, in the home under the ground, but we are looking on it for the 
last time.

There was a step above, and Wendy, you may be sure, was the first to 
recognize it.

“Children, I hear your father’s step. He likes you to meet him at 
the door.”

Peter arrives. At first, he and Wendy play at being mother and father to the group, and 
everyone talks with one another. The conversation takes a different turn, however. Peter 
makes it clear that he is not really the boys’ father, as that would make him seem so 
“old.” He goes on talking, asking questions and wondering about what those around 
him want him to be. His concern appears to be about remaining a child or becoming an 
adult. Finally, the night takes a happier turn. But no one is aware of what is to happen 
later that night.

None of them knew. Perhaps it was best not to know. Their ignorance 
gave them one more glad hour; and as it was to be their last hour on the 
island, let us rejoice that there were sixty glad minutes in it. They sang 
and danced in their night-gowns. Such a deliciously creepy song it was, 
in which they pretended to be frightened at their own shadows. ... So 
uproariously gay was the dance, and how they buffeted each other on the 
bed and out of it! It was a pillow fight rather than a dance, and when it was 
finished, the pillows insisted on one bout more, like partners who know 
that they may never meet again. The stories they told, before it was time for 

from Peter Pan

NOVEL EXCERPT

J. M. Barrie
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NOTESWendy’s good-night story!

All of the boys get into bed, ready for their favorite story. Wendy begins to tell her 
story—a story Peter hates. The tale is really the tale of Wendy and her brothers coming 
to Neverland. She talks about Mr. and Mrs. Darling, Nana being chained up in the 
yard, and the children flying off to Neverland. As Wendy continues, she wonders how 
unhappy the children’s parents must be, coming upon the “empty beds.” One of the 
boys asks if the story can have a happy ending. Wendy explains that a mother’s love for 
her children is so great that she would always leave the window open for them to fly 
back. Wendy finishes the story by picturing three adults—Wendy and her brothers, all 
grown up.

“‘See, dear brothers,’” says Wendy pointing upwards, “‘there is the 
window still standing open. Ah, now we are rewarded for our sublime faith 
in a mother’s love.’ So up they flew to their mummy and daddy, and pen 
cannot describe the happy scene, over which we draw a veil.”

That was the story, and they were as pleased with it as the fair narrator 
herself. Everything just as it should be, you see. Off we skip like the most 
heartless things in the world, which is what children are, but so attractive; 
and we have an entirely selfish time, and then when we have need of 
special attention we nobly return for it, confident that we shall be rewarded 
instead of smacked.

Peter groans, however, and tells Wendy she is wrong about mothers.

“Long ago,”  he said,  “I thought like you that my mother would always 
keep the window open for me, so I stayed away for moons and moons 
and moons, and then flew back; but the window was barred, for mother 
had forgotten all about me, and there was another little boy sleeping in 
my bed.”

No one is sure if Peter is telling the truth, but Wendy’s brothers—John and Michael—
cry to Wendy that they must go home. Wendy suddenly realizes how her mother 
must feel about her children’s absence. She asks Peter to arrange for them to leave, 
and he agrees. Both speak with little emotion but are obviously deeply unhappy at 
parting. In the meantime, the Lost Boys ask if they also can leave. Wendy invites them, 
secretly hoping that Peter will join them as well. Peter agrees, bitterly, to let them go. 
Wendy begins to give Peter his medicine, as usual, but suddenly stops. She asks Peter 
to get his things and come with them. He refuses, pretending to not care if they leave 
without him.

To show that her departure would leave him unmoved, he skipped up 
and down the room, playing gaily on his heartless pipes. She had to run 
about after him, though it was rather undignified.

“To find your mother,” she coaxed.
Now, if Peter had ever quite had a mother, he no longer missed her. 

He could do very well without one. He had thought them out, and 
remembered only their bad points.

“No, no,”  he told Wendy decisively;  “perhaps she would say I was old, 
and I just want always to be a little boy and to have fun.”
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NOTESWendy, her brothers, and the boys prepare to leave. Peter and Wendy say goodbye, but 
not before she gives him some reminders.

“You will remember about changing your flannels, Peter?” she said, 
lingering over him. She was always so particular about their flannels.

“Yes.”
“And you will take your medicine?”
“Yes.”

Before they can leave, however, the scene is disrupted by a commotion from above.

… It was at this moment that the pirates made their dreadful attack 
upon the redskins. Above, where all had been so still, the air was rent 
with shrieks and the clash of steel. Below, there was dead silence. Mouths 
opened and remained open. Wendy fell on her knees, but her arms were 
extended toward Peter. All arms were extended to him, as if suddenly 
blown in his direction; they were beseeching him mutely not to desert 
them. As for Peter, he seized his sword, the same he thought he had slain 
Barbecue with, and the lust of battle was in his eye.
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NOTES

This version of the selection 
alternates original text with 
summarized passages. 
Dotted lines appear next to the 
summarized passages.

The girl in this story, Rachel, is turning eleven years old. She doesn’t quite feel eleven, 
however. Everything still seems like yesterday. She believes that when you turn 
eleven, you are still also ten, and nine, and all the ages before that, depending on 
the circumstances.

Like some days you might say something stupid, and that’s the part 
of you that’s still ten. Or maybe some days you might need to sit on your 
mama’s lap because you’re scared, and that’s the part of you that’s five. ...

 You don’t feel eleven. Not right away. It takes a few days, weeks even, 
sometimes even months before you say Eleven when they ask you. And you 
don’t feel smart eleven, not until you’re almost twelve. That’s the way it is.

An incident at school doesn’t make Rachel feel any better. Her teacher, Mrs. Price, 
has found an old red sweater that has been sitting in the coatroom for a month. The 
sweater is ugly with plastic buttons and stretched-out sleeves. Mrs. Price asks whom the 
sweater belongs to, but no one claims it. One student says that the sweater belongs 
to Rachel. The teacher puts it on Rachel’s desk. At first Rachel is unable to speak. Then 
Rachel finally denies that the sweater is hers, in a voice that seems to her to be that of a 
four-year-old. Mrs. Price ignores Rachel and leaves the sweater.

I don’t know why but all of a sudden I’m feeling sick inside, like the part 
of me that’s three wants to come out of my eyes, only I squeeze them shut 
tight and bite down on my teeth real hard and try to remember today I am 
eleven, eleven.

Feeling sick and embarrassed, Rachel pushes the sweater as far away as possible. She 
can’t wait until lunchtime when she can get rid of it somehow. When lunchtime comes, 
however, Mrs. Price forces Rachel to put the sweater on. Rachel feels horrible about 
having to wear the old sweater. She wishes she wasn’t eleven, and she feels all her 
earlier years, from ten to one, pushing “inside” of her.

That’s when everything I’ve been holding in since this morning, since 
when Mrs. Price put the sweater on my desk, finally lets go, and all of a 
sudden I’m crying in front of everybody. I wish I was invisible but I’m not. 
I’m eleven and it’s my birthday today and I’m crying like I’m three in front 
of everybody.

Finally, another girl, Phyllis Lopez, remembers that the sweater is hers. Rachel 
immediately takes it off and gives it to Phyllis. Mrs. Price doesn’t seem to notice. Rachel 
thinks about the party her family will have for her later, but that doesn’t make her feel 
any better.

Eleven

SHORT STORY

Sandra Cisneros
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NOTESToday I’m eleven. There’s a cake Mama’s making for tonight, and when 
Papa comes home from work we’ll eat it. There’ll be candles and presents 
and everybody will sing happy birthday, happy birthday to you, Rachel, 
only it’s too late.

I’m eleven today. I’m eleven, ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, 
two, and one, but I wish I was one-hundred-and-two. I wish I was anything 
but eleven, because I want today to be far away already, far away like a tiny 
kite in the sky, so tiny-tiny you have to close your eyes to see it.

From Woman Hollering Creek. Copyright © 1991 by Sandra Cisneros.  Published by Vintage Books, a division 
of Penguin Random House,and originally in hardcover by Random House.  By permission of Susan Bergholz 
Literary Services, New York, NY and Lamy, NM. All rights reserved. Used with permission of Bloomsbury 
Publishing.

From Woman Hollering Creek by Sandra Cisneros. Copyright © Sandra Cisneros. Used with permission of 
Bloomsbury Publishing.
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NOTES

This version of the selection 
alternates original text with 
summarized passages. 
Dotted lines appear next to the 
summarized passages.

Faith Ringgold tells a story from her childhood about one night in Harlem in 1937. She 
lived in an apartment building with her parents and brother and sister. Her Uncle Hilliard 
was visiting that night. She and her brother and sister loved to listen to their uncle’s 
funny stories.

When Uncle Hilliard came to visit we never missed a chance to laugh 
at his stories. Everything he said was funny. We kids would just cover our 
mouths and laugh into our hands. As long as we were quiet, Mother would 
forget it was late and we were still up.

Uncle Hilliard was at the door now saying goodbye. Each of us kids could 
give him a hug and he’d give us a silver dollar to spend on our vacation.

School was letting out soon for summer vacation. The narrator and her family were 
going to stay with another family in Atlantic City. She planned to save her silver dollar in 
her piggy bank to spend on vacation. After Hilliard left, the family began getting ready 
for bed. But then they heard the building’s superintendent yelling.

“Fire! Fire! Everybody outside!”
Everyone’s doors opened and all the tenants poured into the halls of our 

tiny five-story apartment building and down the narrow, steep stairs into 
the street.

It was really late by then, and the streets were empty except for all 
of us standing there. Some people were wrapped in sheets over their 
nightclothes. “Thank goodness it’s summer,”  Mother said. Hardly anybody 
was fully dressed.

Soon the fire engines woke up the entire street and people came from 
everywhere to see where the fire was coming from. But it was only in 
the basement.

The firefighters came quickly and put out the fire. After the fire was out, everyone 
noticed a little boy in a wheelchair. No one had ever seen him before. Soon people 
realized that he was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mullen. No one saw the couple that often. 
Mr. Mullen would work all night, and Mrs. Mullen only went out on Sundays.

The little boy looked very strange as he sat twisting and turning in his 
wheelchair and reaching out to the other children, trying to grab their 
outstretched hands. He attempted to speak, but only grunts came from his 
mouth.

The Boy Nobody Knew

REFLECTIVE ESSAY

Faith Ringgold
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NOTESSome of the tenants remembered hearing strange sounds coming from 
the Mullens’ apartment, and after that they’d hear “Shh, shh.”  Mrs. Potter, 
their next-door neighbor, said, “I would have never guessed that they had a 
little boy living there. We all thought that Mr. and Mrs. Mullen lived alone.”

Everyone had thought the Mullens lived alone. Some people tried to ask Mrs. Mullen 
about the boy. She looked at him sadly, but the boy looked happy. A few of the 
neighbors helped to pick up his wheelchair and bring him inside. The other mothers in 
the building comforted Mrs. Mullen as her son went back inside. The neighbors found 
out that the boy’s name was Kenneth. He was six years old and had a disease called 
multiple sclerosis. Even though his mind worked, the disease made his body sick. He’d 
never been outside before the night of the fire.

After the fire Mr. and Mrs. Mullen didn’t have to hide their little boy 
anymore. People in the neighborhood now knew him and loved him too.

Everybody going to work and to school stopped by to see him. Just like 
that, Kenneth Mullen, Jr., was no longer the boy whom nobody knew.

Faith Ringgold © 1998
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